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a b s t r a c t

We consider the problem of preemptive scheduling n jobs on two uniform parallel machines. All jobs
have equal processing requirements. For each job we are given its due date. The objective is to find a
schedule minimizing total tardiness

P
Ti. We suggest an O(nlogn) algorithm to solve this problem.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

We consider the following scheduling problem.
There are M = 2 uniform parallel machines and a set

N = {1,2, . . . ,n} of jobs. All jobs are available simultaneously. For
each job i 2 N we are given the processing requirement pi and its
due date di. We suppose that all jobs have equal processing
requirements, i.e. all pi = p. Each job i has to be processed on any
machine. Machine L, 1 6 L 6 2, processes any job with the same
speed vL. This means that the processing time of any job on ma-
chine L is equal to p/vL. Preemptions are allowed. After interrupt-
ing, job i may be processed on the other machine. Each machine
can process at most one job at a time and each job can be processed
on at most one machine at a time. For a feasible schedule s, let Ci(s)
be the completion time of job i. Determine the tardiness Ti(s) of job
i over its due date di in the following way: Ti(s) = max{0;Ci(s) � di}.
The objective is to find a schedule s⁄minimizing the total tardinessP

i2NTiðsÞ.
Following the notation system introduced by Graham et al. [8],

we denote the described problem by Q2jpi ¼ p; pmtnj
P

Ti. This
problem is indicated by Brucker and Knust [4] as minimal open
one. We suggest an O(nlogn) algorithm to solve it.

Baptiste et al. [1] showed that the analogous problem
Pjpi ¼ p; pmtnj

P
Ti with an arbitrary number of parallel identical

machines can be solved in polynomial time. On the other hand,
the problem Pjpmtnj

P
Ti with arbitrary processing times of jobs

and the problem Pjri; pi ¼ p; pmtnj
P

Ti with release dates for jobs
are shown to be NP-hard (in the ordinary sense) [11]. Recently,
Kravchenko and Werner [11] suggested a polynomial algorithm

to solve the problem Q jpi ¼ p; pmtnj
P

Ti with an arbitrary number
of uniform machines. Their approach uses a linear program with
O(Mn3) variables, where M is the number of uniform machines. No-
tice that for the case M = 2 our algorithm solves the problem much
faster.

When preemptions are forbidden, the Q jpi ¼ pj
P

wiTi problem
with an arbitrary number of uniform machines and the weighted
total tardiness criterion can be solved in O(n3) time using assign-
ment problem [3,8,18]. We would like to emphasize that for the
problem under consideration preemptions are advantageous.

For preemptive scheduling with uniform machines we can also
note the following results. When the number M of machines is var-
iable, the problem Q jpmtnj

P
Ci of minimizing the total completion

time was shown by Gonzalez [6] to be solved in O(nlogn + Mn) time
using the SPT-rule (see also [8,12]). The problem Q2jri; pi ¼
p; pmtnj

P
Ci with release dates for jobs can be solved in O(n3) time

[14]. When the number of machines is arbitrary, Kravchenko and
Werner [10] showed that the problem Q jri; pi ¼ p; pmtnj

P
Ci can

be solved in polynomial time. Lawler and Martel solved the prob-
lem Q2jpmtnj

P
Ui of minimizing the number

P
Ui of late jobs in

O(n3) time [13]. Besides, for the problem Q2jpmtnj
P

wiUi they sug-
gested an O(Wn2) algorithm, where W is the sum of the job weights,
as well as presented a fully polynomial approximation scheme [13].
Baptiste et al. [2] showed that the problem Q jpmtn; pi ¼ pj

P
Ui can

be solved in polynomial time. The preemptive scheduling problems
for uniform machines with some other objective functions and
restrictions were investigated in [5,7,15–17].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give Algo-
rithm Q2TT for solving the Q2jpi ¼ p; pmtnj

P
Ti problem. Algo-

rithm Q2TT uses the transformation of partial schedules. This
transformation process and the justification of its correctness are
discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove that Algorithm
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Q2TT constructs an optimal schedule for the problem under
consideration.

2. The algorithm

Suppose that v1 P v2. Define q = v1/v2. Without loss of general-
ity we assume that v2 = 1. Therefore, v1 = q P 1.

In this paper we use the variant of the Shortest Processing Time
(SPT) rule for preemptive scheduling of uniform machines [6,8,12]
which in the case of two uniform machines may be described in
the following way.

The variant of the SPT rule:
Order the jobs according to nondecreasing order of their pro-

cessing requirements.
Schedule job 1 on machine 1. Having scheduled jobs 1,2, . . . , i,

schedule job i + 1 on machine 2 until machine 1 becomes available,
then interrupt the processing of job i + 1 on machine 2 and resume
its processing on machine 1, thereby completing job i + 1 as soon as
possible (see Fig. 1). h

The above variant of the SPT rule constructs the schedule min-
imizing total completion time [6,8,12]. Recall that in the problem
under consideration all jobs have equal processing requirements
and are available simultaneously.

Suppose that the set N of jobs is ordered according to nonde-
creasing order of their due dates di. Using the described variant
of the SPT-rule, we assign jobs for processing one after another.
Let job k be the first job, which has the following property: job k
completes after its due date dk while the previous job k � 1 com-
pletes before its due date dk�1. In this case it is natural to try to
diminish the completion time of job k by means of increasing the
completion time of job k � 1.

Consider the partial schedule sk for the first k jobs. Suppose that
in the schedule sk jobs k � 1 and k complete the processing at the
time moments Ck�1 = Ck�1(sk) and Ck = Ck(sk), respectively. Set
l = dk�1 � Ck�1 and k = Ck � dk (see Fig. 2).

Notice, that for any part of a job with p0 unit processing require-
ment its processing time on machine 1 is equal to p0/q time units,
q > 1, while its processing time on machine 2 is equal to p0 time
units. We want to diminish the completion time of job k in such
a way that job k � 1 will not violate its due date dk�1. Notice, that
in the time interval (dk,Ck] job k is processed on machine 1. In the
partial schedule sk only machine 2 has an idle interval before the
due date dk�1, and the length of this idle interval is l. As a result,
job k can complete the processing on machine 1 earlier by no more

than l/q units. Thus, we decrease the completion time of job k by
d = min{l/q, k} time units.

Below in Section 3 we describe the procedure TRANS(sk,d).
This procedure transforms the partial schedule sk into the new
partial schedule esk . In the schedule esk the value of the partial
objective function for the first k � 1 jobs is the same as in the
schedule sk, while job k completes the processing at the time mo-
ment Ck � d.

Further, having constructed the schedule esk , we repeat the
above process by assigning jobs one after another to machines
and transforming, if necessary, the obtained partial schedules.

The following algorithm describes all these actions more for-
mally. Hereafter, if a job violates its due date, we call it a plus-
job, otherwise a job is called a minus-job.

Algorithm Q2TT

Stage 1
Schedule job 1 on machine 1.
For k from 2 to n do
Stage k
1. Having scheduled jobs 1,2, . . . ,k � 1, schedule job k on

machine 2 until machine 1 becomes available, then
interrupt the processing of job k on machine 2 and resume
its processing on machine 1.

2. If job k is a plus-job, while the previous job k � 1 is a minus-
job, go to step 3; otherwise go to step 6.

3. Find the value d = min{l/q, k}.
4. If d = 0, set esk ¼ sk and go to step 6.
5. TRANS(sk,d)
6. Complete Stage k.

end;
After Stage n has been completed, stop. h

Step 5 of Algorithm Q2TT requires the constant time (see Sec-
tion 3). Therefore, Algorithm Q2TT can be implemented in O(n)
time, provided that the set N of jobs is ordered in advance. Order-
ing the jobs according to nondecreasing order of their due dates re-
quires O(nlogn) time. Thus, the problem under consideration can
be solved in O(nlogn) time.

3. The procedure TRANS(sk, d) and its justification

For each job i, 1 6 i 6 k, let Ci denote its completion time in the
partial schedule sk, i.e. Ci = Ci(sk). Besides, we set C0 = 0.

In this section we describe the procedure TRANS(sk,d) which
transforms the schedule sk into the new partial schedule esk with
the following completion times of jobs: the completion time of
job k decreases by the value d = min{l/q,k} and becomes equal to
Ck � d, the completion time of job k � 1 increases by the value qd,
the completion times of jobs 1,2, . . . ,k � 2 do not change. For each
job i, 1 6 i 6 k, we denote its completion time in the new schedule
by eCi, i.e. eCi ¼ Cið eskÞ. Besides, let y denote the processing time of
job k on machine 2 in the schedule esk .

Two cases may occur, each of them being handled separately.
The motivation to each case and the justification of the correctness
are done after the procedure.

TRANS(sk,d)

(a) If

eC k ¼ Ck � d P
Ck�2 þ p

q ; k > 2;
p
q ; k ¼ 2;

(

Fig. 1. The SPT-schedule for two uniform machines.

Fig. 2. The partial schedule sk.
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